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ABSTRACT

Recent work of J.C. Davies, of the Ontario

Department of Mines in the region west of Kenora,

Ontario, has revealed rock distribution patt.erns which

suggest re-folded folds. This thesis presents the

results of a detailed study of the folding in a small-

portion of the area mapped by Davies. Pertinent data

r,rrere collected both by fiel-d work and by examination

of thin sections cut from oriented specimens.

Interpretation of these data indicates that two

sets of fol-ds with different axial directions may have

been superimposed. Although the evidence for an early

period of folding is inconclusive the phase of folding

which has been identified is of simple geometry and

appears to have been produced by a mechanism of differ-

enÈia1 passive sIip. Because of the complexiÈy of the

rock distribution pat.tern little could be determined

about the geometry and style of the earlier set of foIds,

other than that they were nearly isocl-inal- and thaÈ their

axial plane probably dipped to the east.
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TNTRODUCT]ON AND OBJECTTVES

The northern part of the Lake of the Woods

district of Ontario is underlain by a series of

predominantly volcanic rocks of complex structural
history. Although there have been several geological

reports (Lawson, 1BB5; Greer, l-930, Parsons 1911 and

I9I2) written concerning this region, there has been

very little investigation of the structural geology.

The most recent work in this region, a map and

report on the High Lake - Rush Bay area (Davies, 1965),

shows a surface distribution of formations that suggests

superimposed folding. The objectives of the present

work \dere to do an intensive structural study of a small

portion of Davies I map area to establish the geometry of

the folding, the relationships of the various structural

elements, and to attempt an interpretation of the struct-

ural- development.

Select,ion of the area to be stud.ied was based on

the surface distribution of rock as mapped by Davies.

The chosen area \^zas small-¡ so that the complexity of the

folding might. be studied. in some detail.
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LOCATïON AND TOPI)GR.APT1-'7

The arêa sei-ect,erl fcr study is approximately

one and one quarter miles square, in the north central
part of Forgie Township, Ontario. It is located about

one hundred and ten miles east of I.{innipeg and one half
mile south of the Trans-Canada Highway. (See Plates I
and 2). The Rush Bay road traverses the area from north

to south and the Trans-Canada pipeline crosses the area

from east to west.

The topography is typical of the glaciated shiel-d

of northwestern Ontario. ft consists of rounded rock

ridges separated by fow swampy areas and the maximum

rel-ief is approximately fifty feet. The rock ridges are

al-most completely covered by moss and other organic

material, leaving very littte exposed rock. fn many loc-

ations, however, the moss can be easily removed to expose

the rock surface.





PLATE 2

A. Typical terrain of
south from station

thesis area. Looking
4-2.
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B. Smal-l outcrop in thesis area.



PREVTOUS WORK

The most comprehensive of the early geological

maps of the Lake of the Woods region is that of

Lawson (1885) who considered the volcanic sequence

there to be quite distinct from any previously mapped

and introduced the name Keewatin series for it'. He sub-

divided the series into four unit,s on the basis of

lithology.
Parson (1911-1912) visited the various mines

of the Lake of the Vüoods region and in his report

generally concurs with the interpretation of Lawson.

A netrtr approach to the classification of the

Keewatin rocks was introduced by L. Greer (1930) for

his map of the Shoal Lake portion of the region. The

earlier writers named the rocks with emphasis on their

present mineral-ogy and texture. Greerr or the other hand,

used an entirely genetic classification.

Davies (l-965), like Greer, classified the rocks

according to a pre-metamorphic terminology. This author

has chosen to accept classifications as presented by

Davies.



GENERAL GEOLOGY

The area of vol-canic rocks del-ineated by

Lawson (1885) as the type area cf the Keewatin series

of Archean age, extends west from east of the Lake of

the Woods to near West Hawk Lake in Manitoba; and from

the Northwest Angle of Minnesota north to the Trans-

Canada Highway. Forgie Township lies on the north bound-

ary of this belt of volcanic rock.

The Keewatin series incl-udes flows, tuffs and

agglomerates, along with minor amounts of cl-astic

sedimentary rocks. All of these have been metamorphosed

so that they no\,v are hornbl-ende schists and quartz mica

schists. However, there are enough remnants of the

original volcanic and sedimentary characteristics that

the rocks can be cl-assif ied on this basis.

This series has been intruded by acidic stocks

and bathol-iths and a few basic stocks, siIls and dikes.

A1l- of these intrusive rocks have been interpreted to be

early Precambrian in a9€¡ (Greer, L930). The acidic

intrusive rock's occur mostly as roughly circular or elong-

ate bodj-es ranging in size from a few hundred yards to

seven miles across. Basic intrusive rocks appear to be of

two agies. Most of the basic rocks are approximately the

same age as the extrusive rocks (see page B). A number of

diabase dikes have a cross cutting relation to the Keewatin

series and are of distinctly later age.
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The following descriptions of the rock types

of the thesis area appfy in general to the rocks as

they occur throughout the Keewatin series in the Lake of
the Woods region. Davies (l-965), for the purpose of
mapping has separated the volcanic rocks into three units,
basic, intermediate and acidic. The following descript.ions

are made on this basis.

(a) Basic Volcanic Rocks.

The characteristic rocks of the Keewatin series

are basic lavas. fn outcrop or.hand specimen they are a

dark green grey color with little difference between the

fresh and weathered. surface. The texture rangies from

medium to coarse-grained. The rock ranges from completely

massive to well- foliaÈed; the fol-iation may be so dominant

that the rock displays schistosity.
The two predominant mineral-s are hornblende and

plagioclase, which normally make up over eighty per cent

of the rock. There are about equal amounts of each. In

places the grain size is so coarse that Davies refers to
the texture as "gabbroic" (also see Lawson, lBB5r p.p. 4l).
(b) Intermediate Vol-canic Rocks

The rocks of intermedíate composition are light
to dark grey in coLour and fine to medium grained. Some

of them are of pyroclastic origin and Davies (1965,p.9) has

noted intermediate agglomerates in the general area. The

more acidic intermediate types consist of quartz, feldspar

and biotite with a few scattered hornblende crystals. The



more basic intermediate types typically display a mosaic

of hornbl-ende and plagioclase crystals with some biotite
and quartz. The rocks of intermediate compositÍon contain
more of the accessory minerals, such as calcite and iron
oxide than either the basic or acidic types.

(c) Acid Volcanic Rocks

The acid vol-canic rocks are rhyol-itic and

dacitic tuffs, agglomerates and flows. These rocks are

usually creamy white in color and are very tough and com-

pact. The individual grains in these rocks are too fine
to be distinguished in hand specimen except for the large
quartz eyes which occu.r ín some of the rhyolites.

In the thesis area most of the acidic rocks are

tuffs. These show a fine bedding on the weathered surface

and feel- rough to the touch. There are also massive

rhyolites, some with quartz eyes up to one quarter inch

across. At one l-ocation (Stat.ion 4-2) an acid agglomerate

with rounded elongate clasts was observed.

Al-1 of the acidic rock types consist of very fine
quartz and feldspar \,üith much of the feldspar having been

altered to sericite. Varying amounts of biotite are also

present.

(d) Sedimentary Rocks

- 

sedimentary rocks of the region

are greywackes and arkoses. Davies has mapped large areas

of these along with some argillite and congl-omerate in
Ewart Township to the west of Forgie Township. There are
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severaf extensions of the sedimentary rocks into Forgie

Township. Only one specimen col-lected by the writer is
bel-ieved to be of sedimentary origin (specimen 2-2) . It.

is made up of medium size quartz grains in a matrix of
quartz and sericite. The l-atter was derived from feldspar

of which there are some remnants.

(e) Regional Structure and Stratigraphy

Lawson (1885) has placed these various rock types

in a regional stratigraphic series in which he distin-
quishes four main units. These are from oldest to young-

est, hornblende schist, agglomerate schist, and two mica

schist units. Lawson realized. that these units were

heterogeneous within themsel-ves but considered they could

be identified wel-l enough to trace them. On this basis he

worked out a generalized regionaL picture of the structure

of the Keewatin series.

Although Lavrsonrs division of the Keewatin into
units and his structural interpretation are no longer

used, his overall concept of the origin and development of

the area has not been challenged. Lawsonrs interpretation
is that t,he area was a large basin fii-Ied with a greaÈ

thickness of vol-canic material-s of all kinds; flows, tuffs
and agglomerates of all- compositions along with some sedi-

mentary material-. This series was characterized by very

rapid changes in lithology both along and across the strike
and no single unit of uniform composition shows any great

continuity" The volcanic sequence has been intruded by

various igneous bodies and folded more or l-ess complexly
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into a series of folds with axial traces which strike
approximately east-west.

It seems likely that the i-ntrusion and folding,
as wel-l- as the regional metamorphism which has so pro-

foundly altered the appearance of many of the rocks, all
occurred as a part of a single orogeny which Greer (1930)

has tentatively dated as Algoman.

Davies I (1965) map of Ewart and Forgie Townships

gives a much more detail-ed picture of surface rock dis-
tribution. The geologic map of Forgie Township has been

simplified for presentation here (plate 2) and is reduced

to a scale of approximately 3500 feet to the inch. prom-

inent on this map is the overall east-west trend of num-

erous faults and lineaments, the traces of axial planes,

and the elongation of the acidic pluton. Bedding and

foliation not shown on Plate 2 also add to this trend;

these are shown in Plate 6.
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F]ELD WORK

Traversingi vüas done in the thesis area during
;.five days in the faII of 1964. Location was maintained

by pace and compass and by connecting the traverses as

often as possible to points that could be identified on

an enlargement of this portion of Davies' map.

It was originally hoped that there would. be

sufficient outcrop and enough distinction between rock

types that units could be traced easily on the ground and

that oriented specimens could be l-ocated with relation to

the folding itself. fn actual- traversing, however, this
was found to be impossible and the remaining traverses

lvere planned in such a way as to complete a grid of

specimens over the entire area. (See plate 4). The

attitudes of planar and linear features r^iere measured.

with a Brunton compass. Oriented specimens \^/ere t,aken

at intervals of three to four hundred yards and at addit-
ional locations which, accordingi to Davies I work, would

be critical t,o a structural interpretation.
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PREPARATTON AND EXAMTNAT]ON OF
THÏN SECTTONS

fn order to rel-ate the attitudes of features

seen in thin section to those observed in the field,
the specimens had to be re-orientated in the laboratory.
This was performed with the apparatus shovrn in plate

5-4. The tablers, perimeter is graduated in degrees and

its legs mounted on Ievelling screws. An open sight
alidade was modified to pivot on the centre of the table
to assist in aligning the directional markings on the

specimens as accurately as possible. The inclinometer

of a Brunton compass \^/as used to measure dips.
Whenever possible, in cutting the chip for a thin

section, the surface to be glued to the glass slide was

ground and polished and the orientation mark placed on

this face before the chip was separated from the specimen.

In this way the mark made while the specimen was Ìntact
is stil-l visibl-e on the finished thin section (plate 5-B) .

The possibility of error and the inaccuracies that develop

from several transfers of the orientation mark were greatly
reduced by this system.

An epoxy resin (1) was used for the thin sections

prepared for this study. The epoxy, unlike other thin

Epoxy-paÈch resin, a product of Hyso1 Corporatlon,
Ol-ean, N.Y., Los Angeles, and Toronto, Ontafio,

(1)
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PÏ,ATE 5

Table and alidade used for orienting
specimens in labatory.

Orientation mark
pencilled on bottom of

rock slice

Oriented thin section
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section cements, \À/as tiquid at room temperature and had

a rel-atively long drying time. ft was easy, therefore, to

work out the bubbles between the glass and the rock chip.

Once set, the glue was very tough, much more so than

Lakeside 70 or Canada balsam.

The permanence of this cement is to its disadvant-

age. If a chip is improperly aligned or has bubbles under

it, it cannot be separated from the glass and it is
necessary to start over again with a new chip.

The rocks of this area do not lend themsel-ves to

a conventional- miscrosopic study. Statistical- determin-

ation of latLice orientation of quartz, mica or cal-cite was

not possible. The quartz and biotite that are present are

generally so fine grained that the highest power of the

microscope is required for good resolution and the author

was unable to determine the position of the optic axes of

the grains" Further, the two main rock types consist

either of quartz and biotite or of hornbl-ende and

plagioclase. No single mineraf is common to all- or even a

reasonable majority of the specimens.

The attitudes of directional penetrative inhomo-

geneities in the thin sections were determined. These

features \^Iere either the intersection of a planar elemenÈ

of the rock with the plane of the thin section t or a

lineation in the plane of the thin section. Horizontal

secÈions \^/ere cut first to determine the sÈrike of planar
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el-ements and, if present in the horizontal plane, the

bearing of l-inear ones.

The dips of planar elements \^/ere determined from

additional sections, cut in a vertical plane perpendicular

to the strike of the feature

From those specimens in which the plane of folia-
tion could be accurately d.etermined, sections were cut
parallel to the foliation to reveal- any lineations that
might be in the plane. Such sections \iüere oblique planes

so that attitudes of lines within them could not be read

directly j-n terms of true plunge and bearing. Tt was

necessary to plot the thin section plane and the attitude
of the line within it on a stereogram to determine the

true plunge and bearing of the linear feature.

A problem arose in distinguishing between true
mineral- lineations and apparent lineation formed by l_ow

angle intersections of foliation with the plane of section.

Fortunatefy, in this work, all the mineral lineations
measured in thin sections are within a fairly smal-I rangie

of the stereogram. (plate 1B-A). This woutd indicate that
they are true lineations; if they vrere random intersections,
they woul-d be scattered randomly on the stereogiram.
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MACROSCOPIC DATA

A geologic map of the study area is presented

in Pl-ate 6. This map is a composit,e of the work of
Davies and observations made by the author. Tt differs
from Davies I original maps in that. more smal_l areas of
acidic rocks have been added, (compare with plate 3).
The scarcity of clean bare outcrop combined with the

fact that the rock types were not easily separated into
dj-stinct units creates the situation whereby the bord.ers

of the various rock type areas had to be chosen somewhat

arbitrarify. The complex legend used by Davies, (pl-ate 2)

has not been used for Pl-ate 6. Instead., in trying to
find the most reliable contacts to depict the geometry

of the fo1ds, the intermediate vol_cani_c rocks have been

grouped with the basic vol-canic rocks in the hope that
the contacts separating the acidic and basic units most

accurately show the present configuration of the bedding

surfaces.

The rock distribution pattern indicated in plate

6 was based on fiel-d observation and the interpretat.ion
of aerial photographs. An aerial- photograph of the aïea

is shown in PLate 7. The curved trend 1ines, faint in
the photograph but drawn on the overl.y, have been inter-
preted by Davies Èo be bedding or contact surfaces.

The contacts on the map \^rere interpreted to con-

form to these trends and the outcrop distribution of the

va::ious rock types.
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PLATE 7

Aeria1 photograph showing the trend lines
which \^/ere a guide to drawing the shape of
the contacts on the maps. Scale approx-
imately I/3 of a mil-e to the inch.
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PLATE 7

'*-*""æ*

A-e5ia1 photograph showing Èhe trend lineswhich lvere a guide to drãwing the shapã otthe contacts on the maps. SõaIe ,pprä*-imately 1/3 of a mite Lo the inch.
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MESOSCOPÏC DATA

The mesoscopic dat.a that !üere gathered for thÍs

work consist mostly of attitudes of foliations, bedding

and l-ineations measured from outcrops, oriented hand

specimens and thin sections. The characteristics of

small scale folds in bedding were recorded and, where

possible, the attitudes of the fold axes and axial planes

were measured.

Bedding in the rocks of the area \^ras recognized

by changes in color and texture. The layers ranged in

thickness from a fraction of an inch to several feet.

Bedding was most easily recognized where it was at an

angle to the foliation. (P1ate B).

On the mesoscopic scale the foliation is planar,

or gently rolling surfaces along which the rock splits

easily. fn some specìmens, platy mineral-s are aligned

parallel to foliation. Throughout the area the fol-ia-

tion dips steeply and strikes approximately east-west.

Both bedding-foliation intersections and mineral

lineations \^Iere observed in outcrop and hand specimens.

fntersection lineations lrere not measured directly in the

fiel-d. Their position was determined from known attitudes

of bedding and foliation at the particular location wíth

the aid of a stereonet. A few faint mineral lineations

were measured d.irectly in the fiel-d.. '
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PLATE B

Foliation at an angle to bedding in outcrop.
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Smal-l folds were observed in several_ outcrops

throughout the area. The amplitude and wave length of
these vary from about two inches to a rittle over a foot.
The best examples of smal-l- folds \¡/ere found in acid vol-
canic rocks; less well- preserved exampJ-es were found in
the basic vol-canic rocks (p]ates g, lo). The forded sur-
face in all observed cases appeared to be bedding. How-

ever, it was not possible to trace individual beds for
long dist.ances because all- the units invor-ved in any one

fold are very similar in appearance and the bedding

surfaces are discontinuous. with a few exceptions the

small- fol-ds were difficult to see. vüith increasing fam-

iliarity with the rocks of the area, and increasing pro-
ficiency in identifying these structures, it was possible
to estimate that approximately hai-f of the outcrops of the

area contained folds of this type. However, only in a few

praces courd reliable measurements be made of the attitude
of the axes and axial planes or could the position of the

noses and limbs be seen clearly.
The single occurrence of agglomerate observed by the

writer in the thesis area was l-ocated at Station 4 - 2.

(plate 4). The outcrop consists of two patches, each about

ten square feet in area (plate 28 and 1l). The matrix
material is rhyolitic tuff, and the fragments are of
simil-ar material- but more compact, and slightly harder.

The fragments are partly rounded as if water worked.
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PLATE 9

smal-l scale fo]d in acidic rock near. station 2^7 .
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Pl-ate 10

Small scale fold in basic rock
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PLATE 11

Stretched fragments at stat.ion 4-2.
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If the fragments were nearly equidimensional- when

the agglomerate was deposited, they have since been

strongly deformed. They now have dimensions simi1ar

to triaxial ellipsoids. Measurements,of the dimensions

of these distorted clasts were difficult to make; how_

ever the dimensions of their orthogonal axes seem to be

in the order of 15:5:1 with the longest dimension up

to two feet. The shortest axis appears to be perpendic-

ular to the fol-iation and the long axis appears to plunge

in the same direction as the axes of the small f ol-ds.
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MTCROSCOPTC DATA

This section deal-s only with the microscopic

fabric of the rocks. The data collected microscopi-

cally on the attitude of planar and linear features

\^/ere included in the compilation of mesoscopic data.

The texture and mineralogy of the rock types (see page

17) precluded the analysis of crystal lattice
orientation.

The fotiation in the area is very uniform in
attitude but is variable in intensity and in constitution.
The rocks ïange from massive, wÍth no penetrative planar

features disernable even in thin section (eIate 12-A)

to highly fissil-e.

In its simplest form fol-iation occurs as a

parallel arrangement of 001 faces of tiny biotite

crystals or by the confinement of long axes of hornbl-ende

laths to a single pIane. The latter type of foliation
is il-l-ustrated in Plate 12-8. Examination of thin sections

cut parallel- to foi-iation has shown that in most specimens

the hornbl-end.e axes are randomly oriented within the plane

and the biotite f1akes show no direction of preferred

elongation in Lhe p1ane.

Fol-iation may al-so be marked by compositional

lenses. Monomineralic lens-shaped clusters are arranged

in paraIle1 orientation but may or may not be accompanied

by parallel alignment of the crystal-s within the cluster.
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A

PLATE 12

Photomicrograph thin section
of section horizontal, north
right. Random orientation of
crystals. XfO cross nicols

2-13, plane
to the
hornbl-ende

Photomicrograph thin section 2-L0, plane
of section horizontal, north to the top.
Strongly preferred orientation of horn-
blende crystals. X10 cross nicols

B.



A.

PI,ATE 13

Photomicrograph thin section 5-10, plane
of section horizontal, north to the right
Composit,ional lenses (magnetite, horn-
blende and feldspar) parallel to the align-
ment of hornbl-ende lath long axes. Note
orient,ation arrow penciled on bottom of rock
sl-ice. X 10 cross nicol-s

Photomicrograph thin section
section horizontal, north to
bl-ende laths lie at an angle
lenses. Laths run NNE-SSW-
run east-west. X 7.5 cross

2-4, plane of
the top. Horn-
to compositional-

composition lenses
nicols

B"
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Plate 13-A illustrates the former, plate i_3-B the l_atter.
Lineations in the form of crenur-ations, mineral

lineations, elongate cl-usters of minerals, and inter-
section lineations that \^reïe observed by the author lie
in the foliation plane. The most common l_ineations are
mineral- lineations. Examples of mineral_ lineations \¡/ere

found in outcrop and in thin sections. fn comparison to
the conspicuous orientation and grouping of mineral grains
that mark the foliation, these lineations are very poorly
d.eveloped.

when fol-iation is marked by the long axes of horn-
blende crystals restricted to a pÌane, a lineation may be

marked by these long axes tending t,oward a single preferred
direction within the plane. such a preference for a singre
direction is much l-ess pronounced than the prefeïence for
a plane.

The same situation may occur with biotite grains
in the acidic volcanic rocks. pl-at,e l4-A ii_lustrates this
alignment of biotj-te cl-usters and grains. pLate r4-B shows

another variation of this type of l_ineat.ion. The l-ineaÈion
is very faint but does indicate a measureabLe direction.
Nearly equidimensional biotite fLakes are arrangied in
chains within the plane of foriation. This arrangement

courd be a faint trace of bedding but there is no evidence

to support this interpretation.
The inÈersection lineations are si.mpry the inter-

section of beddj-ng and foliation.



PLATE 14

Photomicrograph thin section 3-6F, attitud.e of plane
of section strikes l-00'and dips 65" to the north. Look-
ing to the north. Lineation in acidÌc volcanic rock
formed by alignment of elongat,e biotite clusters and.
paralIel qrientation of individual grains. Lineation
plunges 60' in a direction O9O" i:0 cross nicols

Photomicrograph thin section 2-78, attitude of plane ofsection strikes 090' dips 85" north. Looking tó the
north. This is a section cut in the plane of foliation.
Faint l-ineation marked by chains of equidimensional-
biotite grains runs right to l-eft horizontally across
the photo, actually plunges 65'. in a direction 075'
X 120 cross nicols

33
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E)
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Bedding occurs in places as layers of varying

mineral composition. fn most of the thin sections

where bedding was observed it is fol-ded. The folds

visibl-e in thin section range in size from tiny

crenulations, (Plate 16 ) to rather well developed fol-ds

(plate 15) with distinct limbs and noses and clearly

d.efined axial plane foliation.
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A.

PLATE 15

Photomicrograph thin section 4-l-1, plane of
section horizontal; north to the top. Fol_ds
in bedding. Bedding is marked by wavy l-ines
of bj-otite (dark col-our) in a matrix of very
fine quartz and sericite. The foliation is
marked by the orientation of the individual_
biotite grains" X 33 cross nicols

B. Photomicrograph detail- of above XB2.
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PLATE 16

Photomicrograph thin section 3-4,
section horizontal-; north to the
corner. Foliation at an angle to
kink bands occur in bedding. X 20

plane of
top right
bedding,
cross nicol-s.
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INTERPRETATTON

This section presents an interpretation of

the structural geometery of the thesis arear âs derived

from a combination of the observed data and rel-ated in-

formation compiled by other workers. The movements that

produced this gieometery are discussed briefly.

(a) STEREOGRAPHTC PLOTS

As a first step towards an interpretation, all

of the data on the attitudes of planar and linear features

were plotted on stereograms. The four stereograms showing

poles to foliation, poles to bedding, lineations, and small

fol-d axes are presented in Plates 17 and 18. The number of

points plotted in each diagram was insufficient for con-

ventional statistical analysis so that all of the structuraf

elements were plotted on lower hemisphere Wulff nets.

The diagrams showing the orientation of poles to

foliation and poles to bedding (Plate l-74 and 178) have

broad groups of poles in the same general area of the net,

which suggests that bedding and foliation are cl-ose to

being paraIleI.

The diagrans showing the distribution of lineations

and small- fold axes (p1ate l-BA and lBB) indicate that both

of these structuraf efements are cl-ustered in a confined

area located at approximately the same position on both

stereograms.
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A. SÈereogram of poles fol-iation. (51 points)

J9

B. Stereogram of poles to bed.d.ing. (3I points)
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Combination of the data from these diagrams into
a synoptic stereogram (P1ate 19) provides a satisfactory
method for the determination of the geometeric rel-ation-

ships between these structural elements.

The estimated average orientation of lineations

and smal-I fol-d axes is 65" in a direction OB5" . This

direction is at right angles to a great circl-e which may

be considered to represent the gÍrdle of poles to observed

bedding aÈtitudes (see Plate 19). This relationship is

consistent with cylindroidal folding of the bedding with

fold axes plunging in the direction of the l-inear features.

The concentration of bedding poles on the bedding pole

circle ind.icates the orientation of the limbs, and the

presence of only a single concentration on the pole girdle

suggests the fold is isoclinal-. The axial- plane, follow-

ing this reasoning should be paralle1 to the limbs, that is
perpendicular to the centre of this concentration (plate 19).

The estimated average foliation orientaÈion coin-

cides with that of the axial plane as interpreted above

(compare Plates 174 and 19). It strikes approximately OB5'

and dips about BO' to the north.

(b) RocK DrsrRrBUTroN PATTERN

Along an east-west trend through the centre of the

map area there is a series of curved lenses of acidic rock.S.

Davies (1965) shows an east-west anticlinal- axial trace

passing through these lenses where the curvature is greatest.

This axial trace has been adopted for Plate 6, the



PLÄTN 18

lineati ons " Miineral- Iineations
by solid. dots, intersec-tion
srnall- open circles.
[t
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A. Stereogram of
are indicat.ed
lineations by

Þ SÈereogram of smal-I fol-d axes.
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PLÀTE 19

slrnoptic stereogram. The position marked on thedotted great circr-e is the average position of thel-ineations and smari for-d. axes " 
- (cämpare with pr-ates

l-94 and B) The interpretaiion of the orientaiion oibedding- expressed as Þ pof. circl-e is shown by thedashed lines"_ The poleè ro bedding irã* prate rBBhave been incr-uded. Èor compariso.. These data sug-ges! a cyÌÌndroidar ford wit¡, rhe axiai prane in Ën.cosition shown by the dotted rine" This coincid.eswith the average foriation posit.ion. ttre posit,ionsof these feaiures are not bãsed on statisticar techniquesbut represent an estimate of average posit,ions as madeby the author.
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geol-ogic map of the thesis area. These curved

structures are in the proper orientatj-on to represent a

section, although not a right section, of the fol-d des-

cribed by the stereog'rams. The only discrepancy is that
the stereograms indicate an isoclinal fol-d whil-e on the

map the trace of the l-imbs of the fold are at 90" to one

another.

A possible explanation for this apparent disagree-

ment is the development of small isocl-inal folds on the

limbs of the major fold depicLed on the map. In a single

outcrop where t,he attitudes are measured., a large number

of these smal-l folds can obscure the overalJ- bedding

attitude. As a result predominantly isoclinal attitudes
are measured in the field. Pl-ate 20 (after Turner and.

Weiss, 1963) il-lustrates this condition.
(c) SUPERTMPOSED FOLDING

From the data discussed so f.ar, the deformational

features of the map area may be interpreted to be a single

large fold, with the orientation shown in the synoptic

stereogram and with the deveJ-opment of many smal-l- isoclinal-

fol-ds on the i-imbs. A fold with this orientaÈion and shape

is depicted in three dimensions in Pl-ate 2L¡ in this dia-
gram a single continuous bed has been drawn to mark the

fold. Ho\trever, no such continuous unit has been identified.
A factor that complicates this int.erpretation of

the structure is the pattern of the contacts on the sur-

face. The contacts that have been drawn in P1ates 3 and 6

outline "bent lenses" and "hooks" of acidic rock surrounded
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PJ.ÀTN 2C

The bedding-foliation relation on two scal-es"(A) On the scal-e of the map, bedcling is at a
distinct angle to foliation.(b) On the scale of a single outcrop bedd.ing
appears to be para1lel to foliation

Diagram afÈer Turner and. Weiss page 95.
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by basic rock. The pattern is inconsist,ent with

simple layering which has undergone one period of de-

formation. The pattern might be explained by a complex

stratigraphy with abundant lenses and pinchouts. However,

it seems unlikely that the l-enses woul-d be so frequently

centered on the axial plane of the fold t oy that the

pattern would be so repetitive.

A more reasonable hypothesis to explain the complex-

ities of the pattern is, that the area has undergone two

periods of folding. As Davies (1965 p.27) has pointed out,

Lhe pattern of rock distribution in this area bears a

definite resembl-ence to patterns that S.W. Carey (1962

p. 101) refers to in his discussion of superimposed folding.
Al-so, W.C. Brisbin (personal communication) has worked to

the south-west of the thesis area where he has inter-
preted two periods of deformation.

If cross folding has taken place it would be very

difficult to rel-ate the pattern of the contacts observed

in the thesis area to a specific system of refolded folds.
There is no stratigraphic evidence to indicate the number

of acidic and basic units that are involved in the folded

section or in which direction tops and bottoms of the

various units face.

In spite of the lack of data to support a hypothesis

of two periods of folding, it is possible to relate the

surface distribution of the contacts and the geomet,ery of

the structure to a system of superimposed foLds. The
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Ilypothetical coniinuous bed as it would appearif deformed by the fol-d indica-ued by the stereo_grams and the aerial photograph trei¿ 1ines.
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following paragraphs discuss one T,^iay that this can be

done.

A "bent l-ens" could represent the crest of a

first period anticline which has been fol_ded during a

second period of deformation so that the earl-ier ford is
nohr "bent" and doubly plunging. pl_ate 22 is a bl-ock

diagram indicating how such a ford woul-d appear in three
dimensions.

The first .period fold il-Iustrated in this diagram

is shown as isoclinal-. This interpreÈation is based on

the distribution of bedding poles in the synopt,ic stereo-
gram, Plate 19. The pattern of poles to bed.ding in this
diagram is simil-ar to one which would result from a single
event producing a single fol_d. ff two periods of folding
have taken place it is necessary therefore to interpret
that the first period folding was isoclinal. The stereo-
gram of small- fold axes al-so indicates this for there is
no scatter of the axes, a condition that would be expected

from refolded fol-ds unress the first set was isocrinar"
Refolding of an isoclinal- fold wourd produce a stereogram

pattern simil-ar to a simple fol-d produced by a singre event

of deformation.

Interpretat,ion of cross folding beyond the above

discussion is unwarranted at the present time because of
the lack of stratigraphic data and evidence bearing on

the direction in which the beds face.
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Three dimensional
that a "bent, l-ens"
by two periods of

diagrarrr of one
patt,ern couLd

folding.
possibJ-e way
be produced
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(d) KINEMATTC ANALYSTS

Although no final decision can be reached with
regard to superimposed folding it is possible to dis-
cuss the mechanism of deformation during the development

of the fold which has been readily identified.. There is
evidence that this fold was produced by a mechanism of
differential- passive slip. In several_ outcrops to the

east of the thesis area, small scal-e folds have been

observed in which shear deformation is unmistakable.

(Davies, 1965 p.25). Within the thesis area itself rro

clear cut examples were observed but there are suggestions

of differential- slip such as those shown in plate l_5.

The foliation, not only in these examples, but throughout

the area represent planes along which the slip may have

occurred. As wel-l-, the foliation is in the axial_ plane

position and the folds are cylindroidal; although these

f acts do not precl-ude other fol-d mechanisms, they are re-
quirements of foJ-ding by passive sIip. (Turner and Weiss

p. 480).

Tf shear folding (passive slip folding) has taken

place, one more feature of the earlier period folds can

be interpreted. The shear folds should plunge in the

direction of the intersection between the foliation and

the layering being fol-ded. The intersection lineations
plunge st.eeply to the eastr so that the layering,
previous to the shear folding must have been dipping

steeply in an easterly direction. Hence if an earlier
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set of folds was present their limbs and axial plane

must have dipped steeply to the east.

Little evidence was found in the thesis area to
indicate the direction of the sJ-ip movements. The

mineral l-ineations that are present might be taken to
indicate the slip direction but they vary in orientation
onJ-y slight.ly from the axial direction of the folding.
such a smal-l- divergence between the slip direction and

the axes of the folds would require an extremely large
displacemenÈ up and down the dip of foliation to produce

the amount of horizontal- displacement, that has occurred.

lV.C. Brisbin (1965) has studied deformed pebbles

in the southern part of Ewart Township and has inter-
preted the direction of slip producing the second. period
folds to be up and down the dip of the fol_iation. He

has interpreted these near vertical differential movements

to be a result of the upward intrusion of granitic masses

in the form of the several- small- stocks that are exposed

in the northern Lake of the Woods region.
(e) SUMMARY

fn surnrnary, the evidence is consistent with the

interpretation of a single large fold plunging steeply

to the east. The limbs of this fold are not smooth but

are distorted by abundant small-er scal-e, isoclinal folds
paraller to the main foId. The folding may have resulted
from differential passive slip.

The only indication that the structural history is
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more complex than this, is the unusual rock distribution
pattern of Davies (1965) map. This pattern strongly
suggests that the fol-ds delineated on Davies map have

refolded an earl-ier set. Tf earl-j-er fol-ds were present

the evidence indicates that they v¡ere isoclinal- with axial-

planes dipping steeply in an easterly d.irection.
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